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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Salesmen circle like
sharks and then backstab each other. The second time we went, we told a guy the name of
someone who had helped us a few days before and he ignored us and started showing us cars.
Great experience. Sales person William was great. Car was a steal for the price. Small issue but
easily fixed. Enjoying the car thoroughly. For this to be an as is car lot, my husband and I are
pleased. William and Eric were very open and upfront about the whole sale. They stayed in
contact up until the purchase date. We drove 8 hours to buy our car and they held it for us. Otto
and the team are a great team. They have an amazing selection of used cars and have
something for everyones budget. They actually go through each car to make sure its safe and
will be dependable for the buyer. Was coming up to buy this today. Very sad. Dealership has
been great. Hoping they have something else. Looking forward to doing business with them.
Dealership emailed me within the hour of my inquiry. Unfortunately the vehicle had already sold
so unable conduct a transaction with them. Worked hard to make the right deal for us. Will
recommend them to anyone. Thank you for your efforts. Never heard from dealer again. Really
nice dealership and I spoke with the manager Naja- he was honest. However, the cars I looked at
did not meet my expectations. Salesman provided the information requested and was forth
coming about the condition of the vehicle. The team at IHP auto sales was informative and
friendly. They gave me full access to their inventory, but more importantly, are currently
working with me to find the exact vehicle of my choice. I highly recommend anyone looking for
a used vehicle to visit IHP auto sales. The salesman contacted me within a day and was very
professional and helpful. He sent me videos of the vehicle and pictures and got me shipping
prices in short order. After initially speaking with the dealer and scheduling to later come check
out the vehicle more thoroughly. When got to the dealership the car was still in the mechanics
shop awaiting on the door lock were I couldn't even test drive the vehicle contrary to what I was
initially told by the previous dealer. This makes me question even the good mechanics of the
vehicle as the dealers speak on. Love the car, is a jewel!!! And the people that helped me were
completely amazing. I would recommend them with my eyes closed. This was an amazing car
buying experience! The owners were so friendly and easy to work with. The SUV was also a
great deal. Car was cleaned and washed on the day we picked it up. They work with you and
have very flexible hours. I definitely recommend International Cars Co!!! They was very
thorough in answering all of my inquiries about the vehicle in question in which I will be
purchasing from them. Car has a big dent in the rear quarter panel which you can see on the
pictures and would not deduct from the price to fix it.. Carey was great to work with, he and
business partner were very knowledgeable and helpful. I've never had a car buying experience
be so easy as with Elkhorn Motors. I emailed them pictures of my trade-in and they gave me a
great deal all the way around. After I test drove the car I was interested in, we had all the
paperwork done and I was on my way back home with my new vehicle in under a half hour. It
was the smoothest, most painless car purchase I've ever made!! Very shady dealership, mileage
was not accurate, truck wasn't what it looked like online. Check engine came on the next day
and wouldn't help fix vehicle. This organization was very shady. Got called The B word when
questioned missing fuses, battery was dead, dents in front top panel. There was no water in it
and when I took it for a test drive, smelt oil burning. Not much was new in for the LX Significant
updates in led only to one notable change for this year: the acclaimed navigation system was
now standard equipment. This advanced system's faster computer added ease to features like
multi-route calculation and route preview. Simplified graphics provided a more user-friendly
interface. The 4. This V-8 was specifically made for the Toyota T, and became the key upgrade
from the previous LX The large engine combined with the SUV's blocky aerodynamics and
substantial weight lbs to consume fuel quite rapidly. A very common rave among owners the
LX's navigation system, with many claims that the Lexus sported the most advanced and
functional system ever made. Like all LXs that had come before, other positive feedback
included the quality and craftsmanship pertaining to the adjustable suspension, ride quality,
and low cabin noise. A frequent complaint was that the third row of seating was difficult for
entry and exit, and it was also a pain to fold it away for additional storage space. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Lexus LX listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to

help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? It was just two months ago that Lexus announced its new GX SUV, and
auto-industry journalists across America may still be yawning in boredom. It was one of the
biggest SUVs in its class at least, height-wise at a time when Americans were more obsessed
with size than perhaps ever before; it had a powerful hp V8 engine; it had full-time
four-wheel-drive for the kind of off-roading that its buyers would probably never actually do, but
enjoyed knowing that they could ; and, to boot, an interior lavished in leather and gleaming
wood and a top-of-the-line entertainment system. Until came along, that is and destroyed the GX
dream. And that was it. So what happenedâ€”why did Lexus discontinue such a massively
popular product? This is why Lexus had to discontinue the GX , in a story that turns out to be
the story of America itself:. The SUV has often been heralded as the savior of the US auto
industry, which had been languishing since the early s by the time these gas-guzzling monsters
suddenly became a staple of suburbs in the s. Consumers consistently voted the GX as a
top-five pick, while auto industry leaders showered it with awards from â€” It seemed like the
beginning of a love affair that would never end. The result was a combination of rising
manufacturing costs and a steep drop in consumer demand for these huge, fuel-hungry
vehicles. The next year, , would represent the lowest-ever sales for the GX , with Lexus only
managing to shift 6, units. All signs would point to Lexus having no choice but to discontinue
its signature midsize luxury SUV due to the pressures of the recession and tightening
emissions regulations. And the future of the midsize Lexus SUV seems similarly uninspired,
given what we know of the modelâ€”this despite the fact that luxury SUVs have actually come
roaring back in sales over the past few years. Only time will tell. Anne Caviacuti is a sport car
enthusiast and professional journalist and editor based in New York City. Over the past fifteen
years, Caviacuti has written for a wide range of news outlets and blogs in the US and
internationally. She has degrees in literature and journalism, and professional certificates in
editing from the University of Chicago. By Anne Cavaciuti Published Oct 28, Share Share Tweet
Email Comment. Via: Lexus. Lexus introduced the first generation, known as the GX in , and
subsequently became the third SUV to enter the Lexus lineup. A five-speed automatic was
always standard, as was a full-time four-wheel-drive system with low-range gearing. The 4. The
firm next introduced the second generation model in , badged GX to reflect the switch to a 4.
Lexus later released a lower displacement GX in for the Chinese market, with a 4. Both
generations of the GX have been heavily based on the Prado and 4Runner, with updated frontal
styling to better integrate with the Lexus lineup. Elsewhere, the changes are less prominent and
mainly restricted to minor trimmings, such as wheels and taillamp lenses inserts. The first
generation interior largely mirrors that of the Toyota-badged version. The second generation
interior has been further differentiated with fewer shared components. The GX development
program began in following the J Toyota Land Cruiser Prado in , with design work by Shoichi
Fujiyoshi concluding in the first half of Power came from a 4. Ground clearance measured
millimetres 8. The interior came equipped with two rows of seating, while an optional third row
allowed up to eight passengers to be carried. A side-opening rear tailgate was standard. In , for
the model year, the GX 's transmission was upgraded to a sealed unit with no dipstick. KDSS
freed and adjusted the vehicle's stabilizer bars for greater articulation allowing the wheels to
move with less restriction over uneven terrain, and used front and rear hydraulic
pressure-sensing valves and larger stabilizer bars to reduce body roll during on-road
conditions. A Sport model joined the lineup, including the Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System
and different styling such as smoked bezel headlamps, added chrome trim, and black birdseye
maple wood. Finally, in , for the model year, the GX received styling updates, including a dark
metallic grille, liquid graphite wheels, added exterior and interior chrome, revised turn signal
lights, and added wood and body color options. The redesigned model continued with
body-on-frame construction, full-time four-wheel drive, an electronically controlled hi-lo transfer
case , and a Torsen center locking differential. Power came from a new 4. The rear wiper was
hidden under the rear spoiler, and while the tailgate remained side-opening, a flip-up glass
panel was added. The interior added a power-folding, two-passenger third row which folded flat,
allowing capacity for up to seven passengers, with the second row sliding or tilting for third row
access. Because the third row was no longer removable and used additional space, cargo
capacity declined. A toggle switch replaced the transfer case's floor mounted shift lever, and
the gauge cluster added a steering wheel angle display for off-road situations. The Torsen
differential distributed a variable torque split when left unlocked, including a front:rear ratio
under normal driving conditions, a ratio during cornering, and a ratio when rear wheel slippage
was detected. Added safety features included whiplash-reducing active headrests and ten
airbags, including front knee airbags and rear side torso airbags. Optional cameras located at
the rear door, rear-view mirror and passenger-side mirror provided views of the vehicle's sides.

The engine option is now changed to the 4. Due to the power reduction, it takes 9. Compared
with the outgoing GX , most standard equipment on GX remains the same. On April 13, ,
Consumer Reports in the United States urged customers not to buy the model year GX , giving
it a "Don't buy, Safety Risk" label, its first such vehicle rating since , following the results of a "
lift-off oversteer " emergency test. This label was lifted on May 7, Consumer Reports said that
the VSC acted too slowly, and if a wheel hit a curb or slid off the pavement, a rollover accident
could occur. The shared-platform Toyota 4Runner passed the test, and while Consumer Reports
said it knew of no actual incidents, it recommended a software fix. The same day, vehicle maker
Toyota expressed concern, thanked the magazine, and temporarily suspended GX sales. In , for
the model year, the Lexus GX added second row captain chairs with the luxury package. In , for
the model year, the GX received a second facelift with a redesigned, more angular spindle grille
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Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a
bug? Have a question about Lexus GX wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel
fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle
model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment d
rav4 fuse box
2005 dodge grand caravan tail light cover
john deere z925a parts diagram
ata for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit
your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size
Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year
Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! J [ Lexus GX GX It is measured in millimeters. Some
factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by
keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is
positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally
fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Lexus GX
for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit
tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your
data and comments Send us the correct data Other.

